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Introduction
In TSG-T1/RF SWG #3 meeting, we agreed on the schedule and version for 4 documents [1][2][3][4]. This report describes agreed schedule and the definition of goal for each version. (All documents are approved, but need to change versions to follow the conclusion below.)

Revised Schedule and Revisions for deliverables
April/22-23/1999
	1) Measurement Procedure (FDD):	V0.1.0
	2) Measurement Procedure (TDD): V0.0.1
	3) Logical Test Interface (FDD): V0.1.0
	4) Logical Test Interface (TDD): V0.0.1
June/17-18/1999
	All: V1.0.0
Oct/4-8/1999
All: V2.0.0
Dec/13-17/1999
All: V3.0.0

Definition of each version
Measurement Procedure [M.P.] (FDD) V1.0.0
-	Set some sub-clauses up for each test item (section) [Refer T1R99026]
“Definition and Applicability”, “Conformance Requirement”, “Test Purpose”, “Procedure”, etc.
-	At least we have to check and go through Transmission and Reception Test. Performance Test may not be covered. (It depends on RAN4 status)
-	We may remove square brackets as much as possible, if it can be defined by T1 independently. If they are dependent on the result of other WGs (e.g. RAN WG1/4), they may have square brackets.
MP (FDD) V2.0.0
-	We have to complete to check and go through all sections including performance test.
-	We may remove square brackets as much as possible. (We expect almost significant values are fixed.)
MP (FDD) V3.0.0
-	First release

Logical Test Interface [L.T.I.] (FDD) V1.0.0
-	The philosophy of test control via RF communication should be clearly defined.
-	Document structures (clause/sub-clause) should be checked.
LTI (FDD) V2.0.0
-	General call setup should be described in annex. (This may be used for RF test and Signaling test.)
-	The consistency with M.P.(FDD) should be checked.
-	Physical implementation may be defined. (C-plane implementation for loopback)
LTI (FDD) V3.0.0
-	First release

MP(TDD), LTI(TDD)
The definition of each version is NOT clear yet. We mainly develop FDD documents, but any contributions for TDD implementation would be welcome.

Future meetings
Meeting schedule: T1/RF SWG
No. Date		Place/Host		Reference
#4 May/13-14	Stockholm		(RAN4:May/10-12)
#5 June/17-18	Miami			(RAN4:June/14-16, T1:June/14-16)
#6 July/29-30	Queensferry		(RAN4:July/27-29)
#7 Sep/21-22		ETSI			(T1:Sep/23-24, T:Oct/4-8)
#8 Oct/21-22?	ETSI			(RAN4:Oct/19-21)
#9 Dec/7-8		ETSI			(T1:Dec/9-10)
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